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University of London International Programmes

Message from the Pro Vice-Chancellor (International)

DR MARY STIASNY
The University of London International Programmes is the world's oldest provider of degrees
through flexible learning. Our internationally renowned awards have been accessible to
students across the world since 1858. Today, we are proud to have more than 54,000
students in over 180 countries.
Teaching institutions have played a central role in the success of the University of London
International Programmes over the last 155 years. Not only have they helped us realise our
vision of providing a life-changing, high quality university education to those who could
benefit, but they have enhanced the learning experience of countless students.
In recognition of this important role, in 2009 we introduced the Teaching Institutions
Recognition Framework to formalise our relationships with teaching institutions. This
framework aims to create closer links with selected high quality teaching institutions around
the world, by recognising those that meet a set of specific quality criteria in respect to the
support they provide to International Programmes students.
The Millennium University College is an Affiliate Centre for the University of London International Programmes. This is the highest level of
recognition and means that in the considered view of the University of London it demonstrates a sustained commitment to developing
excellence in respect of teaching, support to students and administrative processes.
We are delighted that TMUC is a member of our network of recognised centres and we hope that being part of this network will contribute to
its ongoing development and result in an even closer relationship with the University of London International Programmes. Ultimately, this
will help to ensure that International Programmes students at The Millennium University College have a high quality and rewarding learning
experience.
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Message from CEO

Message from Executive Director / Dean of Academics

CHAUDHRY FAISAL MUSHTAQ TI

SAFIA FAROOQI

Welcome to tomorrow, the future of education. TMUC aims to be an institution of higher
learning dedicated to providing innovative undergraduate, graduate, and professional
education. By bringing a range of international qualifications home, TMUC aspires to be
recognized as the leading institution of borderless education, committed to providing
opportunities that exceed local stream of education to the youth of Pakistan. TMUC has
collaborative arrangements with renowned foreign institutions with professional and higher
education portfolios.

The Millennium University College is designed to provide consistent , high quality and
appropriate academic advising , monitoring , mentoring , nurturing and coaching to
ensure your academic and personal success. We believe that with all the support
available, including tutoring and supplemental instruction, all the students are
expected to excel .

Our students are passionate, thinkers, innovators, builders, drivers, social scientists of this
society and the global village at large. The graduates of TMUC are ones that will compete with
the best in the world and will rise and continue to make their Alma Matter proud. At TMUC our
goal is for every student to graduate with international transformative, multicultural and
global competencies, whether acquired at home or abroad. In partnership with colleagues in colleges and units across the globe, TMUC is a
unique hub of research, service learning, internship and community projects that infuse experiential and inter-cultural learning and
personally enriching experiences into our students' portfolios.
The students at TMUC undertake basic and applied research with a view of revolutionizing the study of entrepreneurship, leadership,
technology, social and management sciences and many more; hence scaling emerging models and research that could eventually be
translated into life-long learning, innovation, education and change for national development. By providing an eclectic portfolio of
transnational higher education qualifications, TMUC assists Roots Millennium School's mission and commitment to developing the right set
of skills, attitudes, knowledge and values within graduating Millennials so that they can confidently meet the global challenges of the 21st
century.
I congratulate the 2018 graduating class of Higher National Diploma (HND), University of Hertfordshire (UH) BABA & Post Graduate
Diploma SML at TMUC. My students are a reflection of our commitment to excellence and continued passion and dedication towards
education. I urge my students to partake in social and community building and become agents of change and make us proud. I will always be
their teacher, mentor, friend and CFM.
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Your education will foster a sense of lifelong learning that is critical in today's rapidly
changing work place and innovation driven global society. You will find here the kind
of community that will stimulate your imagination, expand your knowledge and
nurture the voice of conscience and compassion that extends the best practices to
help create a more just , humane, prosperous and sustainable world for all.
I wish all my graduating class all the success and happiness and pray that there
journey with us has been a fruitful one and that they continue to grow and spread joy.

Message from Director International
Qualiﬁcations & Quality Assurance

KHOLAH YARUQ MALIK
The journey with this graduating batch has been tremendous as I have both learnt and
unlearnt with them. We have all acquired roles of teacher and student from time to
time. A bond was built, one that retires not. I wish them health, happiness, success
and love. Like the philosophy of this great institution, we do not part ways ever and
believe in passion for learning, and openness, I hope we stay in fond memories of each
other, and smile when we look back at the time spent together under this big
sheltering tree TMUC.
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Mahnoor
Ansari

Shahbano
Asad

Bsc Business & Management

Bsc Business & Management

I am beyond grateful to have been a part of an institution like TMUC
that instilled within me confidence and determination to achieve
more than academic excellence and taught me to be a wiser and
more empowered version of myself. My experience, however, would
not have been this uplifting had it not been for my family and friends,
who never let me set the bar lower than my potential. I am extremely

"Excellence is achieved in the pursuit of knowledge, seek knowledge
& excellence will unquestionably follow." -BK

thankful to UOL, my teachers, and administrators who
constantly strived to provide me with the best opportunities
and make this journey as amazing as possible.
Now that my three year long journey is coming to an end, I find
myself in a very bittersweet position. On one hand I am
saddened to leave this place but on the other I am excited to
see what the future holds for me.
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My journey here at TMUC has been an incredibly riveting experience.
I feel truly blessed to have been given multiple opportunities to hone
my talents in the best learning environment.
Being able to study under the provision of some of the best teachers
in the country and counseled by most experienced, I have found faith
in myself. I've come to believe that with my ideas paired with honest
effort, no dream is too big and no goal is too far.
I'd like to thank all my teachers and counselors for always believing
in me, encouraging me and most importantly enhancing my
knowledge and polishing my skill set wholeheartedly, so that all my
future pursuits may be within my grasp.
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Sarah
Shahid

Muhammad
Rayyan Toru

Bsc Information System

Bsc Politics and IR

Every end has a new beginning. When the end is a stepping
stone for a beautiful future, goodbyes don't seem to be that
hard. My experience at TMUC has been one that I'll cherish
forever. The different opportunities I had been offered have
shaped me into a stronger, more confident and a more
ambitious person. I believe that dreams do come true and I live
by this now, thanks to my teachers who instilled confidence in
me and taught me to have faith in myself against all odds. My
journey here ends, but the memories I've made are immortal.

“When I could not go to the UK for my undergraduate education
due to personal reasons, I was sad because I always wanted to
live the experience of international education. However, after
three years, I can proudly say that I made the right choice by
coming to TMUC because of its highly engaging and supportive
faculty along with the regulated standard of education which
ensures that a very similar UK education experience is
delivered to students. I will deeply miss my exceptional support
of faculty and staff, and I would leave with a very important
message, “Always focus on working on your weaknesses and
be proud of molding them into your strengths".
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Zoya
Waheed

Ismavia
Abbasi

BSc Politics and IR

BSc Politics and IR

My name is Zoya Waheed. I am a BSc (Hons) in Politics and
International Relations student. I've always wanted to do a UK
degree, but having lived abroad my entire life I wanted to study
in Pakistan. Therefore I decided the best course for me would
be to do a degree from the University of London International
Programme. My reason for doing Politics and IR is quite a cliche
one, but my reason nonetheless. I want to help the world, more
specifically I would like to improve the condition and
application of human and women rights around the world, and
be a pioneer in the field. My advice for any student who has
just graduated high school and is about to start university, or
any student going into their final year of university would be to
study on time and to never procrastinate, because that's never
the solution. And on a general basis, do what you want to in
life, follow your dreams and never back down from a challenge
whether it be academic, social or career oriented.

Time spent at university is what moulds an individual, guiding
them to pave the path that they will take in life. Despite the
many hardships I've had to face in life, TMUC has taught me
the true value of perseverance and time and time again
reminded me that hard work and effort never go unrewarded. I
would like to thank TMUC for transforming me into the
individual I am today and for instilling within me the confidence
to set forth and achieve wonders.
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Muhammad
Shahzeb

Anooshey
Mohsin

Bsc Business & Management

Bsc Information System

My name is Muhammad Shahzeb and I'm graduating in BSc
Business and Management from University of London.
Completing this degree is not an easy task but the difficulty
level of this degree helps increase your knowledge, makes you
a hard working individual and also helps in building your
intellectual abilities. It has made me grow as a person and
helped me see the world in a broader perspective. I chose
TMUC because it is recognized by HEC, also has a state-of-the
art campus and the best faculty available in the country.
Furthermore, I'm also provided with constant guidance and
support with respect to my degree as well as my career. I'm
proud to be part of UOL and TMUC. Now let's see what future
holds for me.

Graduation is a grand achievement in one's life! These past
three years have gone by in just a blink of an eye! I still
remember the day when I first walked into TMUC, thinking
that this institution will help me achieve my goals! Choosing a
UOL degree was a wise decision which I believe I took because
it opens up a gateway of opportunities and is also recognized
worldwide. By choosing the field of information system and
management I believe that my dreams can be achieved as I
have a passion for technology! And this institute made my
dreams comes true
In the end I would just like to quote
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their
dreams! “
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Talal
Sarwar

Rehan
Hamid

Bsc International Development

Bsc Economics & Management

My name is Talal Sarwar and I will be graduating this year with
a Bsc in International Development. Development is most often
misunderstood as economic progress. I believe understanding
development and related theoretical antecedents are key to
understanding why there is such inequality both internally and
globally. Hence I pursued this degree. TMUC has opened the
world for me and I was able to graduate from one of the most
prestigious universities, UOL. My experience in TMUC was
great. I think what sets TMUC apart from other such
institutions is that it not only offers great tuition but grooms
students for future. Seminars, symposiums, best internships,
we learn more than just what's in the textbooks.

This day that I am cherishing today is not the terminus of my
learning endeavor. For me this day illuminates ahead the
arduous paths of life.
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Education is the sea of knowledge every tutee shall traverse. It
may drench us in the beginning but all we have to do is keep
swimming until we emerge triumphant on the other side.
All that matters when I look back upon my journey is the small
but continuous efforts that ultimately became big at the end.
Hello! It's me from this side of the sea.
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Aneeqa
Tahir

Abbas Khan
Hoti

Bsc Economics & Management

BSc Politics and IR

We do not need magic to change the World; we carry all the
power we need inside ourselves already: we have the power to
imagine better. So here is to my parents who made it all
possible. Thank you for your support and guidance.

I am grateful to have been given this opportunity by TMUC. The
three years I have spent here have shaped me as a person, I
participated in the student council elections and managed to
become the vice president for which I am eternally grateful. I
firmly believe that my experience here will help me in my career
as a politician and I will, with pride, tell people about my
experience in this institute.

Joining TMUC has undoubtedly been an immensely unique and
a tremendous journey. It provides you with a diverse culture,
ample opportunities and the support you need. It encourages
you to do your best, even when times are tough. A bond is built,
one that retires not. The University of London International
Programme enhances your skill in such a way that you do not
need to follow where the path may lead, but, instead, you go
where there is no path and leave a trail.
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Muhammad
Shaheer

Aryan
Sultan

Bsc Accounting & Finance

Bsc Economics & Management

Being part of the UOL international Programme at TMUC has
been an overwhelming experience. It has made me grow as a
person and helped me see the world in broader perspective.
The UOL Programme has provided me versatile experiences
and chances to interact on a global scale, helping me in shaping
both my professional and academic career.

First off, I wish to extend my warm congratulations to all the
fellow graduates! I know it feels great and all at the same time
a little frightening to realize that we all are finally about to
embark on a new journey of our lives.

I am a proud graduate of University of London and TMUC and I
cannot wait to see where life takes me next!

After graduation some of us will begin as professionals and
earn money; others will continue their graduate studies, while
a few of us will get married. In any case we all know that this is
a major milestone in our lives. Let us start by being thankful to
our parents for their unconditional love and support, our
teachers for their patience, and a commitment to educating us
to the best of their ability each and every day, and our TMUC
administration for trying to figure out every day how to
manage our needs.
I hope as soon as we graduate, we all begin with rigor and
courage to pursue our dreams and achieve success!
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Khawaja
Arsalan
Rasheed

Sikandar
Khan
Bsc Economics & Management

Bsc Accounting & Finance

The University of London International EMFSS programs are as
challenging as they are rewarding. And what better institute is
there to guide you through them than the Millennium University
College? Indeed the experience was in equal parts exhilarating
and exhausting, requiring both diligence and perseverance. The
excellent faculty at TMUC was always there to make the
journey ever so slightly easier and all the more enjoyable.
Completing my BSc in accounting and finance will be my
gateway into the world of professional chartered
accountancy. This was what I had always aspired to take up
as a profession. The degree however, has opened up a world of
possibilities in both finance and economics for me allowing me
the liberty to choose a path best suited to me. And that is the
beauty of these EMFSS programs; the liberty to choose.
Whoever you are and whatever you may aspire to become,
getting a degree from The University of London with an
institution like TMUC will be the best decision you make.

My time at TMUC has been a life changing experience, where
apart from the invaluable education I received, I discovered
myself and expanded my horizons and learnt to take life head
on. Here, at TMUC, I found the confidence to realize my
dreams, to take the path less trodden. The campus facilities,
administration, teaching/non-teaching staff and fellow
students have all been really supportive and amazing over my
course of time. The University of London International
Programmes offered at TMUC are globally renowned and the
courses you get to study in the degree are vastly
knowledgeable, very challenging and quite interesting at the
same time, which makes me feel more confident and wellequipped for my future.

Here's to the most enlightening three years of my life!
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Bilal Haider
Junejo

Syed Ali
Asghar

LLB Hons

LLB Hons

Yes, my dear (i.e. whoever it is that I have the pleasure to address), I
have loved, and loved with such a passion as the worthy Eros himself
could scarcely ever hope to emulate. And these are in no wise the
ravings of some jilted and lovelorn swain– indeed, if the gravamen of
unrequited devotion is to be sustained against any mortal now
roaming this motley planet, then it must assuredly be contra my
indolent self, for during the three years of bliss and serenity that it
has been my incomparable fortune to spend here, I had but to
conceive of an amenity before dear old TMUC promptly stepped in to
furnish me with just that, seeking nothing by way of return but the
fulfillment of their legitimate, yet altruistic, demand that I procure–
to my glory, the institution's renown, and the world's inevitable
envy– an academic record without parallel in the century and a half
that has elapsed since the commencement of the noble venture that
is the University of London International Programmes. Thus, be it the
bibliophile's own library that they maintain here or those august halls
and corridors that lead to it, the munificent scholarship I was
granted or those selfless professors whose uncompromising
standards of performance enabled me to achieve one, I shall forever
remain endowed with ample cause to reflect on my time here with
nothing but feelings of the tenderest regard and nostalgia that only
the highly obliged are ever able to exude. Thank you TMUC.

"Live for the moments you can't put in words."
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Everybody wants to shine in life but no one wants to face the
hardships that lead to it because even a diamond shines only after it
has been pruned. Welcome the problems with open arms because
without obstacles there's no value of the win.
This degree has taught me a lot of things and made me stronger. But
actions speak louder than words and that's just what my future
holds, a lot of ACTION!
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Rameez
Pesnani

Saad Tariq
Khan

LLB Hons

LLB Hons

My last two years at LLB have been of a high standard, thanks to the
teachers and administration of TMUC. Tons of opportunities were
put forward by the University which would help us excel in our
careers. Their support has helped me grow not only as a career
oriented person but also it has helped me reach a level I never
thought I could reach.

So, the time to bid farewell is already at hand, an unpleasant truth
from whose rude shock I still reel. Whether or not I would have been
able to procure such a prestigious degree as that of LLB Honors from
the University of London without the tutelage of TMUC must
necessarily remain a moot point, but what is certain is that under it, I
have achieved one of the seminal milestones of my life, something
for which I shall remain eternally grateful to the dedicated
administrators and teachers at the College, as well as to all my
wonderful peers for having rendered the entire era worth my while.
My profuse thanks to everyone here for having helped me to hone my
legal talents. May the Almighty's blessings forever be with you.
Amen!

I can say proudly that coming to TMUC for my LLB was one of the
wisest decisions I've made in my life since academics is not the only
purpose. It was a wonderful experience and i will surely remember
each moment.
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Muhammad
Yousaf Khan
LLB Hons

It seems like yesterday when I came to TMUC to inquire about the
programs it was offering and now I'm at the verge of completing my
graduation. Time indeed flies! I'm grateful to God that he made me
choose TMUC for my degree of Bachelors in Law. During my final
days of A-levels, I used to see my friends applying to get into foreign
universities whereas TMUC offered me top class law degree from
University of London while I'm still living at my hometown! That's
the greatest blessing. One of the best features of TMUC is that
TMUC believes in cooperation with their students in their
educational programs. I saw teachers making time tables and even
making changes to them to make the life of students more
convenient. Student feedback was always important for TMUC to
make sure only the best teachers are available for its students. The
law degree at TMUC made me a hardworking and more mature and a
consistent person. As famous Canadian novelist Russell Smith said,
“Universities can teach maturity. They can teach teenagers how to
be adults, and that means to function outside a clique or a tribe''. I
have many memories and friends here, space learned new lessons
here which are essential for a successful life and in the end my soul is
satisfied that I chose TMUC Islamabad as my university.
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Maryam Bhatti
BSc Politics and IR

I really had an excellent time of my educational career while studying
at TMUC. Thousands of students opt to get an international degree
every year. It provides us an ample opportunity to learn in congenial
atmosphere and enhance our personality. It also encourages people
from different cultures and civilizations to exchange their
understandings. UoL gives us chance to study in quite a congenial
learning environment where personality growth of the students
takes place. Moreover, an international degree broadens our vision,
polishes our skills and incurs confidence to the students to accept
challenges of life.

Minahil Butt
BSc Politics and IR

I am Minahil Butt, a BSc Politics and International Relations
student at TMUC. This degree does not only improve your
intelligence, but also helps in building your intellectual abilities.
TMUC gave me opportunities to be innovative and to be best of
who I am.
I have grown personally, academically and most importantly as a
global citizen. I'm a proud graduate of UOL. Let's see what the
world has to offer me now.
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Shaﬁa Shahid

Arsalan Sheikh

Bsc Business & Management

Bsc Business & Management

Every success, be it large or small, is proof that you are capable
of achieving more successes. Celebrate each success. You can
recall it when you begin to lose faith in yourself.

I have wracked my mind and heart for what I ought to say to
you today. I asked myself what I wished I had known at my
own graduation, and what important lessons I have learned in
the 21 years that has expired between that day and this.

Abdul Munem
Ali

#thankyouTMUCforthiswonderfulmoment.

Bsc Business Management

This is the happiest day of my life.

Kiran Aftab Qazi
Bsc Accounting & Finance

Studying business and management at The Millennium
University College has been a unique and inspiring experience. I
chose TMUC for its warm and informal atmosphere, caring and
friendly staff and generous student support.
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I can proudly say that I made the right choice by coming to
TMUC because of its highly engaging and supportive faculty
along with the excellent standard of education. I will miss the
exceptional support of faculty and staff.

TMUC STAR
STUDENTS

Saif-ul-Islam, Zahra Sajid
& Muhammad Pervez

Abiha Haider

Abdaal Haider

Player in Pakistan National Women
Football Team and has represented TMUC
& Pakistan in many national and
international matches.

HND business student is amongst the top 6
tennis players in Pakistan; representing
Pakistan since last 8 years and winner of
30 national tournaments, ranked top junior
in Pakistan and number 4 in Asia.

Maaz Abdul Samad

Abdul Majid

Fashion & Media Student

National Snooker Player: Represented
Islamabad in all national and inter-provinces
competitions. He has been ranked 3rd in
Islamabad.

Winner Pakistan Red Bull Can You Make It
2018 Competition. He will be traveling to 5
countries in Europe for the Red Bull
competition starting 10th till 17th April
2018.

The students of TMUC Fashion & Media
Department won three competitions in
Textile Design, Face Painting and Memento
Mori in GIKI ART Competition, NQSH 2018.

TMUC Global Entrepreneurship Week
2018-Hult Prize National Start-up
competition / First Hashoo Youth
Entrepreneurship Start up Competition
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TMUC
HIGHEST
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
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TMUC
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
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Education is the
most powerful weapon
which you can use to
change the world.
Nelson Mandela
University of London Graduate

Every truth has four
corners as a teacher,
I give you one corner
and it is for you to ﬁnd
the other three.
Chaudhry Faisal Mushtaq
University of London Graduate
At TMUC we strive to engage alumni through programs on and off campus that expand and strengthen the connections between them and our
alma mater. The Alumni can come home to TMUC to mentor students exploring postgrad opportunities, participate in engaging discussions,
deliver guest lectures, network with fellow alumni, discover new ideas, help in career placements for fellow alumni and so much more. An
Alumni association has been founded at TMUC with the aim to create an environment in which TMUC students always stay connected to the
University. Now that you turn another leaf in your story, stay connected with us.

Alumni office at Student Affairs Department at TMUC alumni.affairs@tmuc.edu.pk
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TMUC CLASS
OF 2018

